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Technology will motivate students to actively engage in class. Although some students may find speaking in front of their classmates daunting, they may find that online classes have the opposite impact. They might feel more at ease expressing themselves in writing if they participate in online course discussion boards. Not to mention the fact that the lessons are becoming more interactive and engaging for students to follow. It could also help with student communication. While some people find it awkward to seek advice from coworkers on specific topics, talking online could be more convenient for them.

Furthermore, once the technology is used in the classroom, professors have noticed a rise in student cooperation over time. Unlike lecture-based classes, where students remain passive and wait for the instructor to provide information, the majority of which is lost, students in technology-based classes collaborate more, and the percentage of information retained increases as well.

Moreover, when we like something, we want to do it more. It's as plain as that. This is how technology can help students become more inspired to learn. The majority of students have grown up with and are used to technology. And they don't have a problem with it; in fact, they tend to use it. Successful learners stay involved with the lessons thanks to technology, and it helps students who aren't as active to find something that can make learning simpler and more enjoyable for them.
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